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This edition of “QNI” contains extensive information about upcoming emergency 
communications exercises, meetings and other important information affecting RRI 
Registered Radio operators and others in the traffic and EMCOMM communities. 

While traffic operators and local EMCOMM volunteers often hold somewhat different 
perspectives on the issue of public service communications, we mustn’t forget that we all 
share certain common interests and characteristics.  One of those important characteristics 
is the creativity and innate problem-solving abilities of the radio amateur. 

Radio amateurs should be looking for areas of consensus.  One such area of consensus 
should be the goal of enhancing the public service mission by utilizing all constructive, 
available resources.  Areas of overlap include identifying and supporting programs and 
innovations that may improve the recruiting of new radio amateurs and, most importantly, 
their retention and integration into our fraternal fabric. 

Radio Relay International is primarily in the business of being an infrastructure provider. 
However, like all public benefit organizations, we also have an interest in outreach, 
education and training.  Our goal is to bring in not just more radio amateurs, but better 
radio amateurs.  It is for these reasons that we conduct emergency exercises, develop 
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training materials and take proactive steps to reach beyond traditional traffic and EMCOMM communities to promote a 
professional approach to public service communications. 

While RRI is primarily an infrastructure provider, and while we are not in the local EMCOMM business per se, we are 
working with local EMCOMM communities to promote several community outreach programs. These include: 

 The National SOS Radio Network 
 Hamwatch 
 National Communications Emergency Response Teams (NCERT) 
 
The National SOS Radio Network and Hamwatch provide excellent opportunities for local clubs to integrate local 
community groups, CERTs, scouting organizations and the like into their local community service activities. If done 
correctly, these programs may eventually lead to newly licensed radio amateurs who are motivated by community service. 

Of course, NCERT is designed not to replace local EMCOMM initiatives, but rather to ensure that certain baseline skills 
and liaison capabilities are available to local organizations. 

There is much to report in this special edition of “QNI.”  Please take some time to review it and learn how RRI can benefit 
your local amateur radio community. 

 

Effective with the calendar year 2018, Radio Relay International will be conducting a series of emergency exercises. These will be 
conducted in the form of an exercise cycle beginning with basic drills and transitioning to the occasional full-scale exercises in 
cooperation with served agencies. 

The purpose of these exercises is to further develop and enhance the national messaging layer. Each drill will have a unique purpose. 
Some will exercise a specific mode or method of communications.  Others may emphasize a specific emergency management 
function, such as situational awareness reporting, welfare traffic management or the like.  Ultimately, the goal will be to develop the 
building blocks of public service communications, ultimately culminating in the periodic exercise of an effective national messaging 
layer, which offers a diverse range of capabilities systematically harmonized to ensure effective response to any communications 
emergency. 

 

First Quarter 2018:  Field Deployment Exercise - CW 

Date: April 21, 2018 
Time: 1600Z to 1900Z 

 

Purpose:  

This exercise is designed to develop the capacity of volunteers to deploy survivable, portable stations to the field and establish 
effective, traffic-quality circuits with an emphasis on battery operation, low power consumption and renewable energy resources. 
This exercise combines fun, comradery, and a meaningful test of EMCOMM capabilities simulating a catastrophic disruption of 
commercial telecommunications common carrier resources. 

Who may participate: 

The exercise is open to all licensed radio amateurs.  Some familiarity with radiogram format and basic transmission procedures is 
recommended.  Please transmit at a speed that is consistent with your ability to copy CW.  Information about radiogram format and 
basic procedures can be found in the Radio Relay International training manual TR-001 available at: 

R R I  F i r s t  Q u a r t e r  2 0 1 8  E x e r c i s e  S c h e d u l e d  f o r  A p r i l  2 1 ,  2 0 1 8  
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http://radio-relay.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/RRI-Training-Manual-TR-001-2017-Draft-for-Distribution.pdf 

One may also want to review the companion power point slides and the RRI Field Manual at: 

http://radio-relay.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/RRI-Introductory-Training-2018.pdf 

http://radio-relay.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/RRI-Traffic-Operations-Manual-2017-FINAL.pdf 

 
Exercise Requirements:  

 Participants shall not use gasoline generators.  All communications must be conducted using battery power.  Renewable 
sources of energy should be included in the form of solar panels or other renewable energy technologies if available; 
however, this is not mandatory. 

 Participants shall originate a minimum of one radiogram message providing the following information: 

a) Geodetic coordinates in decimal degrees 
b) Maximum RF power output used to establish communications 
c) Number of individuals assisting with deployment 
d) Club or EMCOMM organization affiliation (if applicable). 

 
 Radiogram format is required for all messages: 

a) Precedence should be “Test Priority” (abbreviated TP).  
b) Place of origin should be nearest city and state. 
c) Date and time of origin should reflect the time at which the message was drafted and presented for transmission. 
d) Address shall be: “RRI NECC MARION IL 62959” 
e) Signature should include the first and last name of originator. 

 
A sample radiogram might be: 

3 TP K8QMN 9  LANSING MI 1343Z APR 21 
RRI NECC 
MARION IL 62959 
<BT> 
LOCATION 43<R>446N 83<R>982W MAXIMUM POWER  
5 WATTS 3 PARTICIPANTS 
<BT> 
STEVE JOHANSON K8CBS 
INGHAM COUNTY ARES 

 
Frequency and calling procedures: 

When practical, traffic should be concentrated at the top and bottom of the hour, although it may be originated at any time during the 
exercise operation.  RRI Inter-Area Traffic Net (IATN) operators will monitor the following frequencies for message traffic: 

7115 kHz 
10115 kHz 
14115 kHz 

 
IATN operators will periodically announce their presence on frequency as follows:  

QSX RRI de [CALL SIGN] K 

Please try to select/call the station that offers the strongest signal to increase the odds of establishing a successful circuit and traffic 
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exchange.  

Any station holding traffic may announce his presence on frequency to expedite the origination of his radiogram(s). Be certain to 
ensure the frequency is clear before calling. There are two procedures for doing this: 

 The least disruptive is to transmit the Morse letter “C:”  di-dit   dit  If an operator responds accordingly, you should standby until 
he clears his traffic. 

 An alternate method is to simply transmit the standard “QRL?” If an operator responds with “QRL,” please standby until he 
clears the existing traffic exchange. 

When announcing your presence on frequency, please do so as follows: 

RRI RRI de [CALL SIGN] QTC 1 TP K 

This exercise is open to relatively inexperienced operators. If you require a slower exchange, please do not hesitate to ask the 
receiving operator to slow down using “QRS.” 

Local EMCOMM organizations are at liberty to expand the exercise to a “gateway” configuration. For example, a local VHF SSB 
network might be established to test highly efficient simplex methods. A key station could then collect several radiograms and 
transfer them to the IATN circuits. 

Propagation and Contest Interference: 

Most weekends are now shared with multiple contests. Those deploying to the field are encouraged to be operational on at least two 
of the three assigned frequencies in case interference proves problematic. WARC bands, such as 30-meters may prove a useful option 
in the event contest activities prove problematic. 

After the exercise: 

Upon successfully clearing your message traffic, you my secure your portable station. However, some may want to monitor for a 
time to observe procedures and assess the performance of the network. Please retain a copy of any radiograms as originated and mail 
them to RRI for use in the evaluation phase of the exercise. In other words, your original radiogram will be compared against the 
copy received by the National Emergency Communications Coordinator to calculate network performance and accuracy. Please mail 
your copy(s) to: 

Radio Relay International 
PO Box 192 
Buchanan, MI.  49107 

 
You may also scan the radiogram(s) for transmission via e-mail to: 

info@radio-relay.org 

Participants are invited to send after-action reports, photographs of their field equipment, antenna configurations and other 
comments of interest to the above addresses for inclusion in a future issue of the “QNI Newsletter.” 

 
RSVP Required: 

If you plan to participate in the exercise, please RSVP by no later than February 15, 2018 the above e-mail address. 
RSVP is essential to determine interest level before allocating volunteer resources. 

Advance Preparation: 

Those planning to participate may want to monitor a CW traffic net for a time in advance of the exercise to become familiar with 
transmission procedures and radiogram format. 
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Areas in northern climates are also vulnerable to major disasters including widespread ice storms, rare earthquakes (New Madrid 
Fault, etc.) or even the extremely unlikely EMP event.  Would you be prepared to deploy emergency communications capabilities 
during wintertime conditions?  Let’s examine a possible scenario, such as a widespread, devastating ice storm impacting areas such as 
Southern Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York State and perhaps some portions of Ontario.  

First, it seems reasonable to assume that major disruptions to the power grid could occur, with related infrastructure failures, 
including fuel shortages, disruptions to transportation networks, widespread loss of cellular service and interruptions to food 
distribution. 

A situation much like this occurred in 1998, when a major ice storm impacted parts of Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia and some 
bordering areas in the United States. Power outages in some areas lasted weeks, and in a few areas power was not restored for 
months.  The storm resulted in 35 fatalities and the shutdown of large cities, including Montreal and Ottawa.  The storm led to the 
largest mobilization of Canadian Forces personnel since the Korean War! 

While our infrastructure is a bit more robust today, one could envision an equivalent scenario occurring despite these improvements. 
The power grid remains at the foundation of newer technology, including cellular mobile data networks.  It also supports numerous 
systems ranging from petroleum pipeline and natural gas distribution networks to rail transportation networks and 
telecommunications common carrier infrastructure.  Widespread disruption like those which occurred in 1998 would undoubtedly 
trigger requests for emergency communications capabilities if only to facilitate improved interoperability and coordination between 
agencies. 

Radio amateurs may want to consider the issue of wintertime preparedness.  The 1998 ice storm occurred in January, a time of year 
when temperatures in northern states and provinces can drop well below zero F.  Undoubtedly, one would need to consider the 
impact of cold on a variety of EMCOMM equipment. For example: 

 Batteries, particularly the lead-acid type (including gel-cells), have lower capacity in cold weather.  This means that vehicle 
batteries will discharge more rapidly, a consideration for mobile stations that are parked without the vehicle running or for 
portable stations operating in a field-expedient arrangement. 

 While certain types of commercial equipment may be designed to operate at lower temperatures, Amateur Radio equipment 
may not.  Most basic transceivers and modems will likely remain operational when exposed to cold weather, but the same may 
not be true of consumer-grade laptop computers and certain types of monitors and printers used for data communications. 

Of course, the real issue is the operator, who is naturally vulnerable to cold. This vulnerability worsens with age and, let’s face facts, 
a lot of radio amateurs are no longer “spring chickens.” 

Obviously, good cold weather clothing is every bit as important as good radio gear. Waterproof, insulated boots, thermal underwear 
and socks, and proper outerwear are essential.  Products manufactured with Thinsulate® or its generic competition might prove 
beneficial.  “Smart wool” socks and similar products can also prove important by keeping feet warm and dry. 

Search and Rescue personnel often engage in a bit of “gallows humor” by suggesting that “the best dressed corpses always wear 
cotton.”  Blue jeans and similar cotton clothing are to be avoided during snowstorms and damp, cold weather because they wick 
water and speed hypothermia. There is a reason that military uniforms throughout history have been made of fabrics other than 
cotton, such as wool and, later, nylon and similar synthetic blends. 

Travel during a disaster situation can also prove dangerous. The EMCOMM volunteer should equip his vehicle with the usual winter-
time provisions, such as extra blankets, hazard lights or flares, and a suitable source of light and heat that does not produce carbon 
monoxide.  By always keeping the gasoline tank at least half full, one is assured of not only a reasonable operating range if deployed, 
but the capacity to periodically warm the vehicle if stranded along the road.  In the latter case, one should leave a window cracked to 
admit fresh air and ensure that sufficient space is present around the car to properly ventilate carbon monoxide from the tail pipe. 

Auxiliary lighting, heat and cooking appliances can prove advantageous during deployment. The traditional Coleman gasoline lantern 
and stove can come in handy. The lantern can provide both heat and light. The stove will allow one to heat some food or percolate 
some much-needed hot coffee.  Gasoline camping appliances are superior to their propane brethren for the following reasons: 

T h e  B i g  C h i l l  
B y  J a m e s  W a d e s ,  W B 8 S I W  
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 Propane functions poorly in extremely cold weather, due to the nature of the appliance and the behavior of a compressed gas 
under the ideal gas law (gas released through an orifice under pressure drops in temperature). 

 Gasoline contains more energy for given mass than propane.  By some measures, white gas camping fuel is up to 13-times more 
efficient than propane.  In other words, a one gallon can of “white gas” camping fuel will provide light and cooking heat much 
longer than a big bag of the small “screw-on” propane cylinders so popular with today’s campers.  Better yet, one doesn’t have to 
dispose of the empty cylinders. 

LED lighting works fine at any temperature one might encounter under normal winter 
conditions.  However, it also does not produce beneficial heat that can provide much 
needed warmth. Remember that gasoline powered lighting and cooking devices do 
produce carbon monoxide, so be sure to use them only in properly ventilated spaces. 

Blizzards: 

Years ago, blizzards often called for emergency response operations in which Amateur 
Radio played a supporting role.  While this is less likely today, it remains a possibility. 
The author is old enough to recall major blizzards in 1967 and 1978, which impacted 
areas of the Upper Midwest including Illinois, Indiana and Michigan.  Police officers 
often responded to calls on snowmobiles and ambulance runs were performed by 
Army National Guard personnel driving the familiar two and a half ton trucks.  During 
the “Blizzard of ’78,” the author was serving as an ARRL Emergency Coordinator. 
One municipal ARES group with which he was working performed over 150 runs for 
the fire department in response to downed-wire calls alone, thereby freeing the fire 
service for critical medical calls and response to structure fires. Obviously, a well-
maintained vehicle with good snow tires and perhaps four-wheel drive could be 
beneficial. 

Speaking of a “deuce and a half,” deploying a VHF or UHF transceiver in a military 
vehicle creates unusual problems.  Such vehicles are designed around a 24-volt 
electrical system.  Therefore, if one were called to perform a “ride along” with ANG 
personnel, he might want to provide an auxiliary source of power.  A decent gel-cell 
arrangement and mag-mount antenna often work well for local communications via a 
repeater system.  

Local EMCOMM personnel may find themselves teamed up with another volunteer 
group specializing in four-wheel drive vehicles.  In such a case, the familiar cigarette 
lighter adapter and mag-mount antenna may prove necessary. These simple 
accessories can prove advantageous in any number of situations, such as operating 
from American Red Cross or Salvation Army vehicles. 

Operating from a snowmobile is also a unique situation.  The February, 2013 issue of 
“QNI” has an article entitled “A VHF Backpack,” which describes the repurposing of a 
GPS surveying backpack to create a manpack radio system for use in the field.  Such an 
arrangement would be ideal for use on a snowmobile (or even on horseback in a SAR 
situation).  The article may be found here: 

https://qninewsletterdotnet.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/qni-2013-2.pdf 

Using headphones in freezing conditions is potentially problematic, particularly if they 
are of the older Bakelite or plastic type.  A watch cap pulled over the ears to isolate the “cans” from the ear can prevent frostbite or the 
freezing of the headphones to the ear. 

Generators: 

A generator is an obvious source of power in the event of a widespread ice storm or similar event.  EMCOMM volunteers should 
store a minimum of five or better yet, ten gallons of gasoline for use in an emergency. Remember that the same power outage that 
requires the use of the generator will likely disable the pumps at your neighborhood filling station.  Those filling stations with standby 
power will be quickly depleted of fuel by the individuals who tend to operate their vehicles down to the “empty line.” 

With a bit of care, Coleman gasoline appliances 
run forever. The author has used this GI pocket 

stove and lantern for numerous hiking and camp-
ing trips over the years. 
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An article about standby generators may be found in the September, 2015 issue of “QNI,” available at:  

https://qninewsletterdotnet.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/qni-2015-9.pdf 

 
Relevant Radio: 

Even if the cell mobile data system remains operational, emergency services organizations may call on Amateur Radio operators for 
supplemental communications and enhanced interoperability.  Two-way radio networks offer significant advantages over cellular data 
networks including: 

 The ability to quickly and easily disseminate operational bulletins. 

 The organic nature of problem solving when multiple units overhear an inquiry. 

 Value-added services, such as the ability of the operator to keep radio logs, retain copies of message traffic and assist with 
observations or emergency response functions. 

While Radio Relay International believes that EMCOMM volunteers should be trained communicators and technologists first, there is 
nothing that prohibits the volunteer from providing value added assistance in the field, provided it doesn’t interfere with primary 
duties. 

Volunteers should be certain they are adequately prepared for harsh winter conditions.  A failure to do so can transform the individual 
from a valued volunteer resource into a liability in the form of a disaster victim.  If one takes an approach much like that used for a 
wintertime hunting trip or similar outing in a remote area, he will be quite far along in the preparedness process.  Get your gear 
together today and store it in a duffle bag, so it is in one place and always ready for activation.  Assemble a check list for emergency 
deployment.  Stock up on the equipment and supplies needed to ensure not just an efficient response, but also to ensure the well-
being of your family in the absence of traditional infrastructure services. 

-30- 
 

One might suggest that CW is the ideal mode for High Frequency mobile operation.  This may seem like a strange assertion to many, 
but please be patient while the author explains his position. 

At the outset, it is important to understand that CW, in the hands of an experienced operator, is simply a language.  A proficient 
operator can communicate in CW in much the same manner as he can carry on a conversation while talking with someone.  When it 
becomes necessary to write down a message, he can transition to a more “digital” mindset, which allows accurate transcription of a 
message.  In other words, the proficient operator can drive down the road conversing in CW or participating in a CW net as easily as 
one might do so using voice methods on VHF-FM. 

Having established CW as a natural language, one next encounters the issue of bandwidth.  HF mobile antennas are naturally 
inefficient, particularly at lower frequencies.  This is due to the low radiation resistance of a physically short Marconi-type antenna. 
While one can make the antenna resonate by balancing capacitive reactance with inductive reactance (the familiar loading coil one sees 
on HF mobile antennas), one cannot greatly improve radiation resistance beyond certain limits.  

One can offset the inherent inefficiency of an HF antenna somewhat by leveraging efficiency of narrow bandwidth modes.  In other 
words, one can envision the HF antenna and its relationship to bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio as an equation, the sum of which is 
affected by these several characteristics.  CW naturally compensates for antenna inefficiency by virtue of its limited bandwidth. This 
increases the signal-to-noise ratio, offering a significant advantage over voice modes. 

Next, consider the fact that a laptop computer is not required, either while driving or while copying message traffic.  The fact that 
one can follow the net or stand watch on a frequency while driving without the need to look at a computer or tablet screen is a 
significant advantage.  When transmitting, one need not type on a keyboard.  All that is required is a simple Morse key and, for the 

S o m e  T h o u g h t s  o n  H F  M o b i l e  
B y  J a m e s  W a d e s ,  W B 8 S I W  
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proficient operator, this is as easy as keying a microphone!  Sure; one might want 
to pull over to copy an ICS-213 or radiogram message, but net participation using 
CW mobile is as easy as net participation on VHF voice nets. 

Experience shows that one can attain a traffic quality signal while operating CW 
mobile.  For example, during hurricane Maria, the author received a cell phone 
call from the American Red Cross while driving down I-55 in Western Illinois. 
They wanted to originate two disaster welfare inquiry radiogram messages to 
Puerto Rico.  After obtaining the necessary information, the two radiograms 
were formatted and transmitted on an IATN CW watch frequency to Miami, for 
relay to Puerto Rico.  Both were received with no fill requests despite the fact 
that the author was running only 75 watts to a low-profile HF mobile antenna.  
Similar incidents occurred during Hurricane Irma, in which it became necessary 
to clear traffic while traveling on business.  As a matter of fact, in these situations, 
it was possible to both send and receive message traffic reliably while operating 
HF mobile. 

As you may have gathered, the author travels extensively on business.  On two 
recent occasions, he has conducted successful IATN schedules from his vehicle.  
This IATN schedule requires traffic exchange between the Western and Central 
Areas, that is, from Washington State to Illinois on schedule (not just when 
propagation is favorable).  Try doing that on SSB! 

The author also regularly checks into the HBN CW net on 7112 KHz at 8:30 AM 
Eastern Time, while traveling on business.  It is very uncommon to not be heard 
by NCS.  While HBN regularly serves the Eastern and Midwest US, the author 
has checked in from as far away as the Houston metro area. 

The mobile installation used in all of these cases is nothing special: a Yaesu FT-891 operating at 75 watts in combination with a low-
profile Comet UHV-6 mobile antenna. The primary key is an old US Army KY-116/U 
straight key that clamps to one’s leg.  For a time, the author was using a Palm mini-
paddle to facilitate higher speed CW, but the key contacts tend to oxidize, rendering the 
key useless at the most inopportune times! Perhaps the Army knew something the Palm 
people don’t. 

EMCOMM operators may want to consider the advantages of CW for use when the “big 
one” hits.  State-level nets, as well as Radio Relay International IATN circuits, on 20 or 
40 meters offer excellent access to the national messaging layer.  Such nets can also be 
used for overflow traffic when local nets are operating inefficiently due to excessive 
demand on circuit capacity.  No infrastructure is required in the form of repeaters or 
Internet connectivity, and no peripherals are required beyond the Morse key. 

One other advantage of mobile CW 
is the fact that one need not take 

eyes off the road to look at a mobile device or computer screen to follow the 
communications. One also won’t be seen holding a microphone by an 
overzealous highway patrolman.  Best of all, one can actually radiate a signal of 
sufficient quality to handle traffic, even under generally marginal conditions. 

Finally, imagine the benefits of having access to a systematic, national messaging 
layer accessible from one’s vehicle or from the field, which is independent of 
terrestrial infrastructure. Whether you’re an EMCOMM volunteer, a traffic 
operator, or simply a “prepper,” RRI networks and CW mobile offer a powerful 
combination. 

Why not get active on HF CW mobile today?  The time invested in developing solid CW skills will prove rewarding not just for 
traffic handling and EMCOMM, but will also allow for solid QSOs while traveling or commuting to work. 

An HF mobile installation need not be complex. The FT
-891 lives in a backpack and can be removed when not 
in use or when the car is parked in questionable areas. 

An Army radio operator uses a leg key. 

A KY-166/U key clamps to the leg 
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Arrangements have been made to hand-deliver radiograms celebrating the 201st anniversary of Henry D. Thoreau's birth 
to The Thoreau Society, Inc. in Concord, Massachusetts. Plans call for these to be typed on a manual typewriter or written 
in pencil delivered all at once either on or some days before Thursday, July 12, 2018. He was born on this day in 1817. 

We need Thoreau's brave individualism, today as much as or more than ever. Suggested subjects, with examples are: 

 

1). Best wishes... 

BEST WISHES TO THE THOREAU SOCIETY ON THE 201ST ANNIVERSARY OF HIS BIRTH 

2). My favorite quote... 

CHILDREN WHO PLAY LIFE DISCERN ITS TRUE LAW AND RELATIONS MORE CLEARLY THAN MEN 
 
3). Thoreau's biggest concern today would be... 

THOREAUS BIGGEST CONCERN TODAY WOULD BE TURNING WAR INTO BUSINESS 

4). Thoreau inspired me to... 

THOREAU INSPIRED ME TO ENJOY LIFE MORE APART FROM COMMERCIALISM 

5). Conveying a fascination for the telegraph... (trying to match his fascination with the music of the wires) 

THE PURE NOTES OF A TELEGRAPH CAME OVER THE RADIO FROM A DISTANT STATION NOT FOUND IN 
ANY INTERNET SEARCH 

 

Radiograms should hit the airwaves using any 
mode by July 1, 2018 to allow sufficient time. 
After 100 Messages a request for more 
volunteers will follow. A decision will be 
made whether to relax some of the 
restrictions at that time. Delivery will be in 
one stack of radiograms taken off the air from 
a Morse circuit. Please address to: 

THE THOREAU SOCIETY 
CARE OF FRED BEIHOLD NV1N 
FRAMINGHAM  MA  01701 

 
-30- 
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During the Cold War era, the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) was structured in such a way that “primary entry points” (PEP) 
were available allowing direct access to the EBS via High Frequency radio gateways.  This allowed the President of the United States 
and other authorities to directly access the broadcast network from any location, including Air Force One.  

The concept of the PEP is rather simple. HF communications equipment was installed at key broadcast facilities throughout the 
United States (typically clear channel AM stations designated as EBS (now EAS) primary for centrally located operational areas). 
These transmitter facilities were hardened with a basic level of EMP protection, generators, significant fuel supplies and standby 
studio facilities.  This allowed over-the-air relay of important presidential messages, should a worst-case scenario disrupt normal 
network distribution infrastructure, which, at one time, was largely carried over AT&T (Bell System) long-lines. 

In a sense, a version of the primary entry point arrangement was contained within the prototype national emergency communications 
response plan (NECRP) developed for the “Cascadia Rising” exercise.  However, instead of messages flowing down the “pyramid” of 
layered nets, the direction was simply reversed.  Priority precedence message traffic was injected directly into IATN circuits at higher 
levels, for rapid transfer to the National Response Coordinating Center (NRCC) in Washington, D.C., bypassing delays associated 
with transfer from lower network layers.  This provided for efficient message propagation times, while retaining valuable circuit 
capacity for use at the state and region level, for local and state operational message traffic.  

Within the context of the prototype NECRP, several basic concepts would apply to all disaster situations: 

1. In keeping with standard policy, EMERGENCY traffic could be injected into any available net and would exit the system 
at the first point offering access to commercial or government telecommunications infrastructure. 

2. Priority traffic destined for locations beyond the originator’s state level, but within the originator’s RRI region, could be 
injected at the region level, at the operator’s discretion or based on the requirements of his EMCOMM manager.  The 
latter option allows utilization of the region net as an entry point, to expedite priority traffic flow in time of emergency, 
thereby allowing traffic volumes to be more evenly dispersed between net layers when needed. 

3. Priority traffic destined for distant locations outside of the originator’s RRI region would be injected directly into IATN 
priority entry points facilitated by “watch (QSX) frequencies.”  These circuits would be tasked with specialized delivery 
functions, when high-volumes of operational message traffic are destined for a specific agency or other specific point-of-
contact.  This expedites long-haul traffic flow in time of emergency. 

4. Routine traffic would follow the standard RRI routings.  Such traffic could also be suppressed (minimized) by directive, 
should additional circuit capacity be required for operational message traffic. 

5. Area Nets would be activated if needed or time-sequenced per the standard four-cycle policy, for welfare or routine 
traffic.  Otherwise, a defined state or region destination network would be activated to minimize manual mode network 
overhead. 

6. The Digital Traffic Network (DTN) automatically forwards traffic as soon as it is uploaded.  Circuit capacity would be 
managed by limiting or delaying low-value (routine and, if necessary, welfare) message traffic until circuit capacity 
becomes available.  Standard message prioritization would apply at all entry and exit points.  

7. A “network manager” would be appointed to collect periodic update messages defining networks/frequencies activated 
(internal resource typing), points of contact with specific agencies and similar network management and routing data. 
Ideally, the network manager would maintain a spreadsheet database containing this information for easy reference and 
real-time operational use.  This allows originators outside the disaster area to specify a routing, or address a specific 
station within a geographic area as the default point-of-contact for an agency or to reference a routing for service 
messages. 

8. Participating stations would notify the network manager of operating limitations, such as limited fuel supplies for 
generators, limited staff, hours of operation or other problematic situations.  This facilitates mutual aid and the 
prioritization of supplies. 

9. Guidance from the National Emergency Communications Coordinator (NECC) would define any specific operational 

P r i o r i t y  E n t r y  P o i n t s  
B y  J a m e s  W a d e s  ( W B 8 S I W )  
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requirements based on the exact nature and scope of the operation. 

10. Nets activated would function on a watch or continuous QND basis to better support local EMCOMM organizations. 

This is, of course, a broad overview of the concept.  The idea is to offer what one might call “Priority Entry Points” for higher 
value message traffic.  The process of segregating the message traffic by both precedence and destination would theoretically allocate 
available network resources more efficiently in the event of a major disaster.  This was confirmed by the superior results of the 
Cascadia Rising/FEMA operation, particularly for the manual mode functions. 

This concept of a dynamic and scalable response is intended to offer maximum flexibility.  Successful implementation is also 
predicated on ensuring access for operators using common-denominator modes such as CW and SSB.  Operators can be given wide 
latitude to route traffic in the most expeditious fashion.  For example, a CW operator might use a priority entry point at the region 
level during the origination process, but the operator accepting the traffic would be at liberty to transfer that traffic to DTN or WL2K 
if necessary, to manage traffic volume or to expedite message transfer.  This allows operators to exercise their innate capacity to 
improvise while retaining sufficient structure to ensure an orderly response. 

Priority Entry Points operating at the IATN level also offer certain advantages, not the least of which is flexibility within the context 
of RF propagation.  The use of 20/30-meter day and 30/40-meter night combination offers certain advantages for portable and 
mobile operation, including better antenna efficiency for HF mobile units and field expedient low-power stations, as well as less 
susceptibility to atmospheric noise during major hurricane events.  With IATN operators widely dispersed throughout CONUS, the 
likelihood of establishing connectivity during variable propagation conditions improves. 

Ultimately, the idea is to avoid excessive top-down management, while nonetheless providing sufficient structure and guidance to 
ensure that message traffic can be managed appropriately in accordance with both volume and priority.  It’s all about balance.  Future 
Radio Relay International disaster exercises will be sequentially cycled to first exercise the basic building blocks and then, as the 
exercise cycle progresses, move operators and networks into more complex, multi-layered disaster exercises, which feature functions 
such as those described above. Please see the article announcing our first “basic building-block exercise (drill),” a field exercise 
occurring on April 21, in this issue of “QNI.” 
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Editor’s Note: Microsoft Publisher does not support footnotes. Therefore, they are contained in parenthesis within the article. 

In the midst of a blizzard in early May, 2005, a Pacific Crest Trail thru-hiker named John Donovan disappeared near San 
Jacinto Peak in California. During his wandering, he apparently fell and found himself in Long Canyon (1) with no obvious 
way to escape. He was alive for some days before expiring. A delayed search for Donovan was soon abandoned. He had no 
way of communicating his predicament. 

 
Palm Springs Aerial Tramway 

 
A year later, a poorly-equipped Texas couple stumbled across John Donovan’s makeshift camp and backpack, after days of 
struggle.  Brandon Day and Gina Allen had wandered away from the Mountain Station of the Palm Springs Aerial Tramway 
and had lost their way with no camping gear or warm clothing.  The famished and thirsty Texas couple found matches in 
Donovan’s backpack, enabling Brandon to set a large fire which precipitated their own rescue.  John Donovan’s body was 
finally spotted by a helicopter crew eleven days later (2). 
 
Imagine taking a trailside lunch break in a remote wilderness far from any internet or cellphone facility, while chatting or 
texting with somebody across the country or on another continent. That is only possible using shortwave radio, which is 
now available to ultralight adventurers.  Shortwave radio is by far the best option for sending a detailed emergency message 
from a remote place, even from a deep canyon (3).  
 
Modifying the Ten Essentials 
 
The ten essentials list has been publicized for years. Here is a modified version (4): 

1. Navigation 
2. Sun Protection 
3. Insulation 
4. Illumination 
5. First Aid Supplies 

 B a c k p a c k i n g  w i t h  a  P o c k e t ‐ s i z e d  S h o r t w a v e  R a d i o  
B y  B r u c e  P r i o r  ( N 7 R R )  
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6. Fire 
7. Repair Kit and Tools (including knife) 
8. Hydration and Nutrition 
9. Signaling 
10. Emergency Shelter 

The modified version combines hydration and nutrition into #8, and adds signaling as Essential #9. 

8) Hydration and Nutrition 
 
Emergency food is rarely critical in the short term, so nutrition itself cannot be classed as “essential,” although it is helpful 
for comfort.  Spare water could be a matter of life and death, however.  There are many ways of scrimping to save 
backpack weight, but we should never venture outdoors without an abundance of water and light-weight capacity to carry 
more, plus the means to treat water of unknown quality (5).  In frigid conditions, an adequate water supply requires fuel to 
melt snow with a winter-grade stove.  A hydration bladder (6) can be suspended with a looped cord around a person’s neck 
and under clothing to stay liquid in extremely cold conditions. 

9) Signaling 
 
The Mountaineers Ten Essentials list doesn’t include signaling gear and skills, although the Mountaineering: The 
Freedom of the Hills textbook makes a passing reference to “Signaling device: whistle, cell phone, etc.” in a sample 
equipment list.  Start with a loud pealess whistle, like the many models marketed by Fox40 (7).  A signal mirror is only 
useful when the sun is shining (8), but it can send alerts long distances, including to passing aircraft.  Practicing with the 
mirror in situations where no false alarms are triggered is essential.  An internationally-recognized emergency signal is 
three or six flashes. A flashing headlamp can also be used for signaling, using a hand for blocking so that three or six flashes 
are sent in regular sequences. 

Emergency satellite communicators, such as the SPOT GEN3 personal communicator(9) or the ACR ARTEX 
ResQLinkPLB™ or ResQLinkPLB+™  (10) or the Garmin inReach SE+ 2-Way Satellite Communicator (11), 
could be critical for backcountry adventurers with no technical communications skills.  All of those devices require usage 
fees.  It is unlikely that a satellite communicator would have worked for John Donovan deep in a canyon, however.  

Far and away the most effective backcountry communications facilities are available to licensed radio amateurs, also called 
ham operators.  

Shortwave Radio 
 
Although ham operators often use Very High Frequency (VHF) spectrum, which ranges between 30 MHz and 300 MHz, as 
well as Ultra High Frequency (UHF) spectrum between 300 MHz and 3 GHz, most of that activity takes place through 
terrestrial repeaters, which are usually located on high places for the purpose of re-transmitting signals for stations within 
line-of-sight of the repeaters.  Much of the backcountry, especially in remote lowland areas, is beyond the range of 
terrestrial Amateur Radio repeaters. 
 
Shortwave radio is also called high frequency or HF radio.  That’s between 3 MHz and 30 MHz in the radio spectrum.  A 
special characteristic of shortwave radio on planet Earth is that its waves can propagate beyond the horizon – even across 
continents and oceans without the use of intervening infrastructure.  Those radio waves accomplish that by being bent by 
an invisible shell surrounding Earth called the ionosphere and reflecting back to Earth (so-called skywave propagation), 
spanning long distances. The lower segments of the shortwave spectrum propagate most effectively at nighttime, whereas 
the higher parts do best in the daytime.  
 
Shortwave radio is used for long-distance aviation and maritime communications.  There are still a few active private and 
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government shortwave broadcast stations.  Some government time stations are also available (12).  Sending broadcast-style 
information around the world normally is done these days on cable TV and on the internet.  Are you heading into the 
remote backcountry or across an ocean?  Guess what?  No internet! 
 
Shortwave radio still hums with activity, but mostly via non-commercial or Amateur Radio, also called ham radio.  Ham 
operators worldwide inhabit the shortwave spectrum in nine frequency bands.  Those nine bands are well spread out 
within the shortwave spectrum, giving hams great flexibility to adapt to changing ionospheric conditions.  Nobody should 
attempt a blue-water ocean voyage in a small vessel without an Amateur Radio license and a shortwave radio, plus the 
skills to operate it in difficult conditions.  
 
Common modes used on the shortwave spectrum are Morse code (CW) telegraphy, single sideband (SSB) voice using 
either lower sideband (LSB) or upper sideband (USB), slow-scan television (SSTV), also called image, plus various text 
modes. Hams sometimes use amplitude modulation (AM) voice or frequency modulation (FM) voice, but most voice 
Amateur Radio operation on shortwave frequencies uses SSB, since it is efficient and reliable. 
 
Shortwave Amateur Radio 
 
Here are some general characteristics of the shortwave bands which are available to Amateur Radio operators: 
 
80 m band: 3.5 MHz to 4 MHz: CW, text, LSB & AM voice, SSTV – This large band is especially useful for regional 
communications across a state or province and beyond. There are daily message-traffic and chatting networks which meet 
on 80 m, mostly using CW and LSB. At nighttime the 80 m band is full of activity. 

60 m band: USB, CW and text in 5 channels from 5.3305 MHz through 5.4035 MHz. This small band is useful for 
regional communications, like across a state or province. Beginning in 2017, a tiny 15 kHz segment of 60 m became an 
international band, so its popularity will likely increase when the Federal Communications Commission authorizes its use 
in the USA. 

40 m band:  7 MHz to 7.3 MHz: CW, text, LSB & AM voice, SSTV – The 40 m band is almost always open for 
ionospheric communications, night or day. 

30 m band: 10.1 MHz to 10.15 MHz CW and text – Amateurs in the USA can use a maximum of 200 W power on the 
small 30 m band, where no voice modes are allowed. Propagation is similar to that on the 40 m band. 

20 m band: 14 MHz to 14.35 MHz CW, text, USB & AM voice, SSTV – This band is the most popular Amateur Radio 
spectrum for long-distance communications. It can be open from before dawn until after dark. 

17 m band: 18.068 MHz to 18.168 MHz CW, text, USB & AM voice, SSTV – Since antennas designed for this band can 
be relatively short, pedestrian-mobile (13) operation is common on 17 m in daylight. Propagation is similar to that on the 
20 m band, but usually during daytime only.  

15 m band: 21 MHz to 21.45 MHz CW, text, USB & AM voice, SSTV – This large daytime band can propagate long 
distances with low transmitting power and there is usually little interfering static noise when it is open. Propagation is 
seldom marginal. Usually the band is either open or closed for a given path. 
 
12 m band: 24.89 MHz to 24.99 MHz CW, text, USB & AM voice, SSTV – This is a relatively-underutilized Amateur 
Radio band, but it can be effective for long-distance communications at miniscule power levels when it is open for skywave 
propagation. 

10 m band: 28 MHz to 29.7 MHz CW, text, FM, USB & AM voice, SSTV – This largest of the shortwave Amateur Radio 
bands is used regularly for local communications and for excellent long-distance communications on the infrequent 
daytime occasions when the ionosphere allows such propagation. There are a few scattered 10 m FM repeaters available in 
some regions. 
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Summits on the Air (SOTA) 

 

 
 

An increasingly-popular backcountry Amateur Radio activity is called Summits on the Air (14).  SOTA provides an excuse 
for getting outdoors and visiting high places which we may not have known about except through the SOTA program. 
Let’s face it.  Amateur Radio is mostly a sedentary pursuit.  SOTA is to ham radio like John Denver and Joan Baez have 
been to popular music: it’s literally a breath of fresh air.  The program is operational in many countries.  Most SOTA 
summits are hikes rather than technical mountaineering projects.  Other SOTA objectives can be accessed using 4-wheel-
drive vehicles.  In the USA, many wilderness SOTA summits have no official names except for their elevation in feet and 
are seldom visited.  Talk about solitude!  
 
SOTA activators climb qualified summits and set up their ham stations within 25 m elevation of the true summit and 
contact other ham chasers in any other location, including occasionally activators on other SOTA summits.  A scoring 
system for SOTA awards points — ranging between 1 point and 10 points — is based on the elevation of the summit. 
Points are awarded both to activators on or near a summit and to chasers.  An activator must contact at least four other 
stations directly without the use of land-based repeaters in order to earn points (15).  To qualify as a SOTA summit, a 
mountain must have a topographic prominence (16) of at least 150 m in most regions and 100 m in relatively flat regions. 
SOTA often offers a 3-point seasonal bonus to activators:  it might be during a monsoon or during the winter or during the 
summer — whenever outdoor operating is especially challenging. 

On popular summits, activators try to avoid overuse of the summit area by operating away from the actual summit, but 
still in that chunk of territory within 25 m elevation from the top.  Most SOTA activators try to adhere to the seven 

Wolfgang Sontag OE2WNL on Asitzkopf in Austria https://www.qrz.com/lookup 
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Leave No Trace™ outdoor ethics principles (17).  

Although some use of technology can enhance our safety and our outdoor experiences, our focus should be the outdoors, 
not gizmos.  Activating SOTA summits is just one more excuse for getting outdoors.  Exploring the high country within 
the limits of our personal abilities is one of the rewards of the SOTA program.  We can appreciate new vistas and watch 
wildlife – always from an appropriate distance so we don’t encroach on their space.  Heading toward obscure SOTA 
summits will get us to places where other people seldom go.  

Parks on the Air (POTA) 

Another outdoor Amateur Radio program is called Parks on the Air (POTA), sponsored by World Wide Flora & Fauna 
(18). Subject to local regulations, a ham can operate from anywhere within those places as an activator. Hams and 
unlicensed shortwave listeners can become POTA hunters by contacting or logging POTA activators. 

Becoming a Licensed Ham Operator 
 
In order to transmit on Amateur Radio frequencies, a person needs to obtain a license by passing one or more written 
examinations (19).  There are no usage fees for Amateur Radio.  There is no citizenship or age requirement to earn an 
Amateur Radio license in the USA or Canada.  In the USA the first license is called Technician Class.  Technician hams 
have limited access to some shortwave frequencies, but they also enjoy all Amateur Radio privileges above 50 MHz, where 
radio signals only rarely propagate far beyond the horizon.  Although the examination is not trivial, almost any teenager or 
adult could pass the Technician exam after a few hours of study. 
 
The mid-level USA amateur license is General Class. A bit more study is needed to pass the General Class exam (20), which 
allows access to all Amateur Radio bands, including shortwave, so it is definitely worthwhile for outdoor enthusiasts to 
attain General Class status.  Top-level Amateur Extra Class licensees can operate on any frequency on all Amateur Radio 
bands.  Although sub-teenagers have been known to become Amateur Extra Class hams, passing the Amateur Extra Class 
exam is quite difficult, about the same challenge as a first-term college course in electrical engineering. 
 
Elecraft KX2: Featherweight 9-Band Shortwave Transceiver 
 
Until recently, transceivers which cover the entire Amateur Radio shortwave spectrum have been too heavy to qualify for 
ultralight adventuring, or they have been limited to one or two modes on just a few shortwave bands. That situation has 
changed, big time. 

 
 (image courtesy of Elecraft® Co.) 
Elecraft KX2 Featherweight Transceiver with KXPD2 Morse paddle and MH3 microphone 
 
A well-respected California Amateur Radio manufacturer called Elecraft® (21) now produces a pocket-sized transceiver 
called the KX2 in a featherweight package.  It operates with CW, SSB, AM, FM and common text modes (22) on all nine 
shortwave Amateur Radio bands from 80 m through 10 m (23); it allows high-quality reception on all shortwave 
frequencies.  The FM voice mode was added recently to the KX2 with a new free firmware download, giving operators 
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access to FM repeaters on the 10 m band.  The KX2 is so miniaturized that it is available only factory-assembled.  The mass 
of a fully-equipped KX2, including rechargeable internal battery, antenna tuner, external microphone, KXPD2 attachable 
Morse paddle, plus a real-time clock & external devices controller is 626 g (1 lb 6.1 oz).  An external battery charger is 
normally left at home, so its 322 g (11.4 oz) mass is not included in a typical backcountry load.  Long-distance wilderness 
travelers could use a DC 9 V ~ 15 V external rechargeable battery pack and a solar charger, plus a voltage regulator.  

The KX2 and SOTA were made for each other.  The radio produces up to 12 W of transmitting power on the 80 m through 
the 20 m bands, and 10 W output on the 17 m through the 10 m bands, which is ample for reliable long-distance or 
regional communications, if the optimal band for the time of day is chosen.  The KX2 includes a built-in speaker on the 
tilted bottom panel.  There are some advantages to earbuds or headphones, however.  That way, reception is clear and 
neighboring outdoor enthusiasts and wildlife won’t be disturbed.  In addition, headphones consume less battery current than 
the internal speaker does.  

The high-quality and capable KX2 shortwave transceiver is small enough to fit inside a backpacker’s trouser side pocket.  
To protect the radio, most backpacking KX2 owners carry the radio inside the backpack unless they choose to operate it 
hand-held style while on the trail.  Since the KX2 has a built-in microphone, carrying the external microphone is not 
necessary for voice operation.  

Most Amateur Radio operation is done for fun — hams chat with other hams whom they may never have seen in person. 
In an emergency, nothing is better than shortwave ham radio for getting a specific message out with information which is 
useful to first responders. 

Generating Morse code 
 
It’s possible to produce Morse code on the KX2 with an old-fashioned telegraph key, like those used in railroad telegraph 
offices in the 19th century or in the radio rooms of 20th century ships or even in the cockpits of old aircraft (24).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Telegraph operators frequently retired early, suffering from what we now know as carpal tunnel syndrome (25). One of 
those telegraph keys with a heavy base could easily out-weigh a KX2, so classic Morse telegraph keys are seldom carried 
into the wilderness. 
 
Most CW operators these days generate Morse code with a much easier method: they use a thumb and a pointer finger to 
manipulate a small single-lever or dual-lever paddle with lateral back-and-forth motions, to send the short dits and the 
longer dahs of Morse code via an electronic keyer.  Such a keyer circuit is built into the KX2 at no extra cost.  Pushing the 
paddle gently in one direction produces a short dit or a series of dits; pushing the paddle in the other direction generates 
one or more longer dahs.  Squeezing with both the thumb and the forefinger on a dual-lever paddle produces an alternating 
series of dits and dahs.  The result is like the difference between handwriting and keyboarding.  Except for signals sent by 
exceptionally-expert operators, Morse code produced by a straight manual telegraph key is often harder to interpret on the 
receiving end than Morse which is generated by an electronic keyer.  
 
A low-profile optional Morse dual-lever paddle, Elecraft® model KXPD2, is designed to mount on the front panel of the 
KX2. The radio itself therefore serves as a stabilizing base for the paddle, saving considerable weight which a separate base 
would entail.  Excellent-quality dual-lever and single-lever portable paddles made in northern Italy can be mounted on the 
KX2 with a special adapter (26).  Two American manufacturers, American Morse Equipment (27) and NØSA (28), make low
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-mass single-lever and dual-lever Morse keyer paddles which are appropriate for ultralight backpackers. 

Text Modes 
 
The KX2 adds another twist.  By switching modes, that same Morse code keying paddle can produce three different text 
modes: radio teletype or RTTY (29), PSK31 (30), and PSK63 (31), which on the receiving end are usually printed on a 
computer screen.  PSK31 is especially convenient and robust.  Messages in that mode often will propagate reliably via the 
ionosphere when other modes cannot, including CW.  Sometimes a PSK31 signal even can be decoded when our ears hear 
nothing!  On the KX2, as CW or text signals are sent or received, the words scroll across the large display which takes up 
about half of the space on the top of the KX2.  CW or those three text modes can be sent or received with the KX2 from 
inside a wilderness tent, on a small sailboat, on top of an airy mountain summit, or even while walking on a trail, without 
an external computer.  In order to transmit using a text mode or CW with the KX2 alone, the operator normally must be 
familiar with Morse code.  There is no Morse code requirement to obtain an Amateur Radio license, but learning Morse is 
useful, since CW is still commonly used by hams, including many SOTA activators, on the shortwave bands.  If done 
right, learning Morse code is straightforward (32).  It’s like learning a second language, but much easier.  Children often 
think of Morse code as a fun game akin to learning a “secret language. 

For operating at a home station, there is another way, however.  A free computer program may be downloaded from 
Elecraft, called the KX2 Utility, which may be used to display CW, RTTY, PSK31 or PSK63 text.  The currently-
received text and a large buffer of recently sent or received text may be read on the Terminal window of the KX2 Utility. 
It is possible that way to carry on Morse code conversations without any aural Morse code skills!  CW text may be read on 
the KX2 display, but in order to send it, either a computer keyboard or a Morse paddle is needed.  See the end of this 
article for a way to send and receive Morse code and text modes in the wilderness without knowing Morse. 

Minimizing Antenna Weight 
 
An optional built-in antenna tuner called the KXAT2, weighing only 152 g (5.4 oz), makes it practical to use simple 
wire antennas with the KX2 on all shortwave bands, considerably decreasing backpacking mass, which multiple antennas 
would require if separate resonant antennas were employed for each of the nine shortwave ham bands without a tuner. 
With a wavelength almost as long as an American football field, the biggest disadvantage of the 80 m band is that the most 
effective operation without an antenna tuner requires a fairly lengthy antenna, almost 40 m or a half-wavelength long.  If 
very thin-gauge but strong copper-covered insulated steel wire is used (33), even a lengthy antenna is light enough for 
ultralight backpackers to carry.  However, if an antenna tuner is employed, a considerably shorter non-resonant antenna 
can be deployed.  

 
With the addition of a simple BNC-to-dual-post adapter, a 58-foot (17.7 m) wire lobbed over a high tree branch, plus a 
shorter counterpoise 13.1-foot (3.99 m) wire placed on the ground, the KX2 equipped with the internal antenna tuner 
will transmit or receive efficiently across the entire shortwave Amateur Radio spectrum from the lower end of the 80 m 
band to the top end of the 10 m band. If you can’t conveniently get the radiator high above the ground, you might go for 
an 84 ft (25.6 m) radiator and a 17 ft (5.18 m) counterpoise to get full coverage on all shortwave bands.  
 
With its 12 W output, the KX2 is capable of intercontinental communications using that rudimentary antenna system. For 
transmitting on the 80 m or 60 m bands where the antenna cannot be launched high above the ground, either a longer 
radiator wire (say, 75 feet) or a half-wavelength dipole antenna works better. 
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KX2 Bottom Line 
 
The basic 296 g (10.44 oz) KX2 can be purchased for $749.95.  A removable KXBT2 battery pack costs $59.95 (plus 
$24.95 for an external KXBC2 charger) for an additional 152 g (5.4 oz).  Most KX2 owners will pay another $179.95 for 
the optional 152 g (5.4 oz) KXAT2 internal antenna tuner.  Some also may want to buy another module, the 4 g (0.14 oz) 
KXIO2 real-time clock module for $69.95, which includes a circuit for controlling two external electronic devices.  A 146 
g (5.15 oz) MH3 external microphone with frequency up and frequency down buttons costs $59.95.  The 28 g (0.98 oz) 
KXPD2 keyer paddle costs $109.95 (34). 
 
The KX2 allows mountaineers or long-trail thru-hikers or cross-country cyclists or sailors to communicate from remote 
places anywhere on earth or at sea to almost anywhere else via ham radio.  The only condition is that the operator must be 
qualified as a licensed radio amateur.  At just over one pound with all internal options, the KX2 will fit into any ultralight 
backpacker’s weight budget.  Had John Donovan been carrying a KX2, he almost certainly would have been rescued from 
that California canyon (35). 
 
No Morse Code Option 
 
By itself, the KX2 requires skill in the Morse code for operators to use CW and the PSK31, PSK63 and RTTY text modes. 
Now there is an opportunity for licensed operators in remote locations to use those modes without any knowledge of 
Morse code.  The QRPworks (36) company manufactures a 40-character 140 g (4.9 oz) accessory unit for the KX2 
transceiver called the SideKar™, and a larger 80-character 255 g (9 oz) SideKar Plus™, which allow transmission and 
reception of those modes without a Morse code paddle. 

 
SideKar Plus™ mounted on a KX2 transceiver  
 
The SideKar™ is sold with either of two different keyboards for $289 plus shipping. The SideKar Plus™ with either 
keyboard costs $309 plus shipping. 
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SideKar™ with Slim Wireless Keyboard 
(images courtesy of QRPworks.com) 
 
The Compact Wireless Keyboard is 71 g (2.5 oz), whereas the Slim Wireless Keyboard is 213 g (7.5 oz) and takes up more 
room in a backpack. Some operators may choose to buy both keyboards so that they can use the larger one at home and the 
smaller one in the wilderness.  The SideKar™ and the SideKar Plus™ also do automatic contact record keeping and 
have room for 20 @ 80-character text or macro memories.  That’s a lot of computing power in such a tiny box.  A more 
economical kit product called the KX-QRP 2nd LOOK (37) displays 80-characters in two lines.   
 
Technician-Class Licensees on Shortwave  
 
It’s much better to study a bit more and earn a General Class Amateur Radio license.  However, Technician hams in the 
USA have some access to shortwave radio.  With the KX2 plus the SideKar™ or the SideKar Plus™, Technician hams 
can operate CW on some shortwave frequencies without knowing Morse code.  They are allowed CW-only shortwave 
transmitting on parts of three bands: 80 m, 40 m and 15 m, plus CW, text, and SSB voice on the 10 m band.  

Footnotes (Please note that Publisher does not support standard footnote format. We apologize for the lack of proper formatting) 
 
1    https://www.dmagazine.com/publications/d-magazine/2006/december/lost/  
2    http://www.backpacker.com/trips/lost-found  
3    Shortwave communication is possible from deep valleys using a phenomenon called near vertical inci  dence skywave (NVIS) prop-   
      agation. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near_vertical_incidence_skywave  
4    Adapted from from Ronald C. Eng, editor, Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills, 8th Edition, Seattle: 2010, The Mountaineers, p. 35  
5    http://www.backpacker.com/survival/which-water-treatment-is-for-you/  
6    https://www.outdoorgearlab.com/topics/camping-and-hiking/best-hydration-bladder  
7    http://www.fox40world.com/  
8    http://www.rei.com/c/signal-mirrors?r=c&ir=category%3Asignal-mirrors&page=1  
9    http://findmespot.com/en/  
10  https://www.acrartex.com/products/outdoor/  
11  https://www.rei.com/product/119864/garmin-inreach-se-2-way-satellite-communicator  
12 Time frequencies: WWV (male voice), Fort Collins CO AM: 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz, 20 MHz, and sometimes 25 MHz;   
     WWVH (female voice), Kauai HI AM: 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz and 15 MHz; CHU, Ottawa, Canada USB: 3.33 MHz, 7.85 MHz   
      and 14.67 MHz  
13 http://www.hfpack.com/  
14 http://www.sota.org.uk/  
15 Yes, there are Amateur Radio earth satellites and high-altitude balloons carrying repeater stations which usually receive on one frequency and  
      transmit on another frequency. Those non-terrestrial repeaters may be used for SOTA activities.  
16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topographic_prominence 
17 https://lnt.org/learn/7-principles  
18 To get started, go to: https://wwff-kff.com/  
19 For more information on obtaining an Amateur Radio license in the USA, see:   
         Continued next page 
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Footnotes Continued: 
 
19 For more information on obtaining an Amateur Radio license in the USA, see: http://www.arrl.org/licensing-education-training. For amateur  
     radio licensing in Canada, see: http://wp.rac.ca/category/uncategorized/begin/begin-2/. Passing the Canadian Basic exam with a score of 80  
     percent or higher gives licensees access to all Amateur Radio frequencies. The Canadian Basic exam is about comparable to the USA General  
     Class license exam.  
20 A good method for preparing for those two exams is to purchase the latest editions of ARRL’s Tech Q&A book and the ARRL’s General  
     Q&A book. While studying, online practice quizzes on http://www.qrz.com/hamtest/ are most helpful.  
21 http://www.elecraft.com/  
22 Special digital modes and SSTV normally require a governing computer or another external controlling device.  
23 As noted above, voice modes are not allowed on the 30 m Amateur Radio band in the USA. 
24 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telegraph_key  
25 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carpal_tunnel_syndrome 
26 See http://www.i2rtf.com/adventure-dual.html and http://www.i2rtf.com/adventure-mono.html. 
27 http://americanmorse.com/  
28 Larry Naumann NØSA has no website. For an online brochure about NØSA paddles, send an email to n0sa@att.net. 
29 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radioteletype 
30 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PSK31 
31 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PSK63 
32 http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Morse/Learning%20Morse%20Effectively-Prior-N7RR.pdf  
33 https://thewireman.com/antennap.html  
34 Prices exclude shipping charges and sales tax for California residents.  
35 The KX2 was not available in 2005. The only lightweight Amateur Radio shortwave transceivers on the market then  
       were frequency limited, and mostly CW only.  
36 http://www.qrpworks.com/sidekar.html  
37 http://www.k8zt.com/2ndlook  
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How are traffic nets relevant? 
 

 Traffic nets provide regular, systematic training covering net procedures.  These basic skills apply to all EMCOMM 
activities. 

 Traffic nets provide supplemental infrastructure and long-haul connectivity for local EMCOMM groups. 
 Traffic nets provide a messaging layer for individual radio amateurs and local radio clubs in time of emergency. 
 A flexible traffic net can provide a variety of “value added” services beyond conveying record message traffic. 
 Traffic nets provide an interesting and unique operating activity offering greater diversity than contesting or casual 

QSOs. 
 

Send a message by radio today! 
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During the 19th and early 20th century, telegraphers often succumbed to a malady the medical text books of the time described as 
“telegrapher’s paralysis.”  This was an early industrial injury that still exists today, only it is now known as “carpal tunnel syndrome.” 

Telegrapher’s paralysis was, of course, a career ending malady.  Certainly, a telegrapher might change fields, perhaps moving into the 
testing and regulating department or management within a telegraph company.  However, his days as an operator were over.  Horace 
G. Martin was one such individual.  Having experienced the ravages of carpal tunnel syndrome, he went about designing a new type of 
transmitter, or key, which eliminated the repetitive up and down movement of the standard telegraph key.   The result was the Vibro-
plex transmitter, commonly referred to as a “bug.” 

The bug allows an operator to “roll” his wrist. Dots are made automatically using a vibrating pendulum, whereas dashes are made 
manually.  This semi-automatic transmitter proved ideal for land-line telegraphy in North America because the original American 
Morse Code had three different dash lengths, making a fully automatic key problematic.  Likewise, telegraph loops were normally 

closed affairs in which one was keying a loop of fairly high voltage 
(100 to 150 volts).  A simple mechanical instrument made keying a 
high voltage loop a simple task. 

While the bug was developed to eliminate carpal tunnel syndrome, 
it had a hidden benefit.  The Vibroplex emerged at the same time as 
reasonably priced, mass-produced typewriters.  The combination of 
the bug and the “mill,” significantly multiplied speeds on manual 
Morse circuits.  These two developments allowed a skilled operator 
to convey message traffic with greater flexibility and a speed that 
was roughly equivalent to the early teletype equipment, which typi-
cally operated at 40, and later, 60 words-per-minute.  In a sense, 
the “bug” came around at just the right time to provide a new lease 
on life for manual telegraphy. 

Vibroplex bugs are still manufactured today.  While perhaps unnec-
essary in our modern era, the bug has many characteristics of a mu-
sical instrument.  Each key has a unique personality.  Like a guitar, a 
well-used bug somehow plays better than a shiny new bug.  Like a 
musical instrument, it must be “tuned” or adjusted carefully to get 
the best results. 

A nicely manufactured bug also has a certain aesthetic quality.  It 
looks like a musical instrument.  It is reflective of a technology that 
requires a human partnership to function effectively.  The operator 
must have an intuitive feel for the instrument, much like a steam 
locomotive requires an engineer who seems to “feel” how it oper-
ates, often making subtle adjustments based on the sound and 
rhythm of the machine. 

A well-played bug is a thing of beauty.  In the hands of a good oper-
ator it can sing.  However, like a poorly played violin, it can also 
screech and howl in agony if the operator is lacking in artistry. 
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 T h e  V i b r o p l e x  
B y  J a m e s  W a d e s  

A Vibroplex Advertisement c. 1917 
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Radio Relay International is establishing a new Mentoring Program.  RRI registered radio operators are invited to submit a mentor 
application.  They will then be assigned to new operators who wish to become proficient in traffic net operations. 

Mentors should exhibit the highest standards in decorum, courtesy and operating practices.  When applying to be a mentor, one 
should indicate the modes with which he/she is proficient in the traffic operations environment.  One should also indicate those nets 
on which he is active. 

Mentors will provide one-on-one guidance to new operators wishing to develop proficient traffic handling skills.  Using RRI publica-
tions such as the RRI Training Manual, the RRI Field Manual and official RRI powerpoint materials, and a series of pre-formatted train-
ing message texts, mentors will be able to refer new operators to appropriate reference materials explaining standards and operating 
procedures.  One-on-one communications, either in-person, via telephone, Skype or e-mail, will facilitate and encourage initial par-
ticipation in nets and ensure that new operator obtains proper advice. 

Those wishing to serve as mentors may complete the “Mentor Application Form,” a copy of which is included with this newsletter.  
He will then be added to a database of qualified mentors.  The RRI Training Manager will then assign the mentor to a new operator in 
his area. 

Questions regarding the program should be directed to: 

info@radio-relay.org 

Those wishing to apply for this training (mentoring) opportunity should contact the RRI Training Manager, Kate Hutton (K6HTN) at: 

kate.hutton@radio-relay.org 

More details are available on the RRI Web Page at:  www.radio-relay.org 

 

 

 

 

 

Many radio amateurs likely recall the days when REACT units throughout North America were busy monitoring CB Channel 9, assist-
ing motorists in the era before cellular mobile networks.  Over the years, this mission has faded away.  CB radio is now primarily the 
domain of long-haul truckers.  The “CB fad” of “good buddy” and “handles” is a thing of the past. 

Unlike the CB boom, which gave it birth, REACT is not a thing of the past.  Many REACT units have kept pace with the times, adopt-
ing GMRS, business band and Amateur Radio technologies to enhance their public service communications mission while remaining  
relevant in a world of rapidly changing technology. 

REACT International leadership is also driving evolution in positive ways.  Improved training, better vetting of volunteers, and other 
steps are being taken to ensure high quality service.  A national training officer has been appointed to develop a systematic training 
program, which, interestingly, mirrors some of the methods being developed by Radio Relay International. 

Like many local Amateur Radio EMCOMM groups, some REACT units are highly proactive, whereas others resist change.  This is 

 R R I  M e n t o r s h i p  P r o g r a m  A n n o u n c e d  
 

 R E A C T  a n d  R R I  C o o p e r a o n  
B y  J a m e s  W a d e s  ( W B 8 S I W )  
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simply the nature of people.  What is important is the fact that REACT leadership is articulating a modern, up-to-date vision of emer-
gency communications preparedness, which is quite consistent with that of the more progressive Amateur Radio Service organiza-
tions.  Many of the men and women leading this transformation are licensed radio amateurs themselves. 

REACT units had traditionally concentrated on local communications functions.  This approach was natural in the days of CB radio 
with its limited range and capabilities.  However, as their EMCOMM mission has modernized and as recent disasters have revealed 
the need for medium- and long-haul connectivity, REACT began to consider building a national traffic network.  It was then that 
their national training officer, a retired U.S. Air Force Officer, contacted Radio Relay International.  

RRI operates as an agnostic EMCOMM infrastructure provider, and REACT needs a survivable nationwide network with Internation-
al connections (yes, there are REACT units outside the United States). In the minds of both REACT and RRI leadership, it made no 
sense for REACT to “reinvent the wheel” when RRI already has volunteers and network infrastructure in place. 

Interestingly, REACT has conducted a lot of research into EMCOMM methods.  Well in advance of contacting RRI, REACT leader-
ship had decided that the radiogram message format offers significant advantages for record message traffic operations.  They recog-
nized the value of the network management and accountability data already inherent in the radiogram, which not only meets, but 
exceeds the minimum accountability standards of NIMS ICS-213.  They had already developed a training program of simulated traffic 
networks in which REACTers ran drills and exercises using the radiogram.  Special qualification runs in which radiograms are trans-
mitted and communicators were required to copy the message accurately at a specified speed, much like a “qualifying run” were im-
plemented.  These simulated traffic handling exercises are currently conducted on a Zello Net, which simulates two-way radio capa-
bilities, but the idea is to ensure the skill set is available within the REACT volunteer base for use on survivable radio networks. 

REACT has also embarked on a series of periodic EMCOMM exercises, which, interestingly, also resembles RRIs plans for quarterly, 
scheduled exercises.   In other words, REACT and RRI are a natural fit.  Assistance to REACT will accomplish several goals.  REACT 
obtains the necessary infrastructure without significantly increasing demands on staffing and overhead.  Meanwhile, the energies and 
resources of RRI volunteers are applied in useful and constructive ways.  Furthermore, systematic usage of RRI networks by local 
EMCOMM entities will drive the evolution of the RRI program and state/local traffic nets.  We may discover that it is necessary to 
evolve and improve to provide an effective, meaningful EMCOMM service in time of emergency.  Best of all, REACT members may 
discover the value of standardized procedures and, over time, integrate into the RRI system. 

The relationship between REACT and RRI represents the correct course of action in the EMCOMM field.  For too long, EMCOMM leadership, 
particularly amongst certain dominant organizations, has engaged in an “us versus them” mentality.  Mode parochialism, control 
mechanisms and egotism all too often trump the requirement for mission success.  Both REACT and RRI recognize that coopera-
tion and consensus is the desideratum of any effective emergency management program.  People are resources.  People bring 
valuable skills and a diversity of expertise and ideas to the table, which drive dynamic problem solving.  By exercising an inclusive 
approach, one maximizes both human and technological resources.  This is in strong contrast to the long prevailing attitude in 
the Amateur Radio Service, in which certain groups of radio amateurs have been labeled (often unfairly), placed into subordinate cat-
egories, viewed as an undesirable “system” devoid of unique human resources and knowledge, and then discarded as a class because 
they use a particular mode or method undesirable to a few leading egotists. 

The first joint RRI—REACT exercise will take place February 22 and 23.   We plan to start with very simple tasking and then contin-
ue integrating RRI assets into local REACT units as EMCOMM exercises continue.  Some other planned activities include: 

1. Identify qualified RRI Registered Radio Operators who are willing to serve as point-of-contact for local REACT groups, for traf-
fic exchange between the local REACT unit and its served agencies and the RRI national/international messaging layer. 

2. Integrate REACT volunteers into the RRI mentoring program.  RRI mentors will assist REACTers not just as they develop traffic 
handling skills, but also provide guidance and assistance for those who wish to obtain an Amateur Radio license. 

3. Cooperate with REACT units to develop additional local traffic outlets for both exercise and routine radiograms. 

4. Cooperate with local REACT units to support the Hamwatch and National SOS Radio Network programs. 

It is strongly recommended that local EMCOMM volunteers examine the REACT information available on-line.  Set aside the OLD 
image of REACT and consider the new vision for the organization.  You may find that REACT provides a reasonable alternative to the 
same old sponsoring organization. 
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REACT International will be conducting a two-day emergency exercise on February 22 and 23, 2018.  RRI networks will be utilized 
to pass a few operational radiograms during this event.  As mentioned previously, the plan is to keep RRI tasking simple with some 
basic messages being transmitted via our networks and replies routed in return.  A special RRI bulletin defining tasking and exercise 
hours, and scope will be forthcoming shortly.  This bulletin will be sent via e-mail to all RRI registered radio operators.  Here is the 
official exercise announcement from REACT: 

————————— 

1 ALERTEX 2018-A PRE-EXERCISE TRAINING 22-23 February 2018 THE SCENARIO HAZARD ALERTEX 2018-A is a warm-
up for tornado season.  Tornadoes potentially impact any state in the United States with the exception of Alaska and Hawaii.  Alt-
hough we think of tornadoes as predominantly occurring in the Mid-West, historically California, Florida, Massachusetts, and all 
points in between have seen tornadoes.  They impact southern Canada.  Trinidad and Tobago appears to historically be tornado free, 
but tornadoes have been reported along the north coast of South America.  So almost all of our Teams are in areas that have a vulnera-
bility to tornadoes.  

Individual tornadoes are very powerful storms that can literally flatten a town.  That was the case with Parrish, Illinois in 1925, a 
town that was so extensively devastated that it was abandoned and never rebuilt.  In that example, termed the Great Tri-State Torna-
do of 1925, 4 towns were completely destroyed, 6 severely damaged, 15,000 homes destroyed, 2000 people injured, and 695 people 
killed.  

In other cases, towns are so badly damaged that rebuilding is a literal replacement of most of the town; recent examples include 
Greensburg, Kansas (2007), Hackleburg, Alabama (2011), Joplin, Missouri (2011), Moore, Oklahoma (2013), Pilger, Nebraska 
(2014), and McGregor, Iowa (2017). 

Tornado intensity was measured by estimated wind speed using the Fujita scale; today intensity is measured based on the resulting 
damage, and the wind speeds that typically cause that damage, using the Enhanced Fujita Scale from EF-0 to EF-5.  Damage is assessed 
using 28 categories that are observable in the impact area.  Approximate wind speeds and the general extent of damage for each level 
of the scale are:  

EF Wind speed range Typical Damage Categories and Examples  

Recently, a newly registered RRI radio operator called on the phone. His comments were interesting, particularly this 
one: 

I feel like a political prisoner who’s just been let out of prison.  We’re no longer constrained by the negativism 
and politics of the old regime! 

If you are hesitating to support RRI, consider this person’s comment. We suspect it will ring true! 

 A L E R T E X  2 0 1 8 ‐ A  

F e b r u a r y  2 2  a n d  2 3 ,  2 0 1 8  
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0   65-85 mph  Light - some damage to siding and surface of some roofs, branches broken off trees  

1   86-110 mph  Moderate - roofs, exterior doors damaged, mobile homes overturned or badly damaged  

2   111-135 mph  Considerable - large trees snapped or uprooted, mobile homes completely destroyed 2  

3   136-165 mph  Severe - severe damage to large buildings, trains overturned  

4   166-200 mph  Devastating - well constructed houses leveled, automobiles are thrown over  

5 over 200 mph  Incredible - strong frame houses swept away, automobile sized missiles fly in excess of 100 meters  

Tornadoes may stay on the ground for short distances or travel on the ground for as much as a record 219 miles.  The width of the 
damage may be comparatively narrow or extend to as much as two miles.  

The most powerful tornadoes, EF-5s, appeared to be most frequent in April and May and have hit every state, except Arkansas and 
West Virginia, in a region from North Dakota south to Texas and then east to the Appalachian Mountains.  

It is important to understand that, in data from 1991 to 2010, every state in the continental United States experienced multiple torna-
does, and tornadoes touched down during all four seasons, winter, spring, summer, and fall.  Generally spring and summer are torna-
do season, but there are seasonal variants depending on the region of the country.  Literally no place and no time is safe.  

These events are obviously a local disaster, and would in most cases result in significant mobilization of resources in neighboring com-
munities and counties, and in a gubernatorial declaration of a state of emergency for the impact area at the state level.  Operations 
would include immediate rescue efforts, followed by initial recovery to restore lifeline services (power, telephone, transportation, 
water), sheltering, mass feeding, and debris clearance.  This combination of activity typically extends from hours to 3-4 days although 
long term recovery may extend for years.  

This is the period in which emergency communications may be important.  Damage to telephone lines and cellular towers along the 
tornado's track can be expected, as can congestion on surviving communications circuits in all services.  This will put a premium on 
being able to quickly deploy resources on request, the ability to shift messages from one service to another using interoperable com-
munications formats, and competence in voice transmission of standard message formats, the radiogram and the ICS 213 Message. 

What is worse is a tornado outbreak scenario.  Now the damage is no longer local; instead it is a combination of damage tracks spread 
across many states and involving many tornadoes.  Examples of historical outbreaks include:  

 1965 Palm Sunday Outbreak - 46 tornadoes - Oklahoma (1), Georgia (1), West Virginia (1), Wisconsin (6), Iowa (2), Illinois (4), 
Michigan (11), Indiana (9) , Ohio (11) - maximum intensity 17 F4  

 1974 Super Tornado Outbreak - 147 tornadoes - Michigan (5), New York (1), Illinois (12), Indiana (18), Ohio (11), Kentucky 
(25), West Virginia (6), Virginia (6), Tennessee (34), North Carolina (8), Mississippi (1), Alabama (9), Georgia (9), South Caro-
lina (1) - 30 tornadoes F4 or F5. These are not just historical events.  

During 2017, the 10 largest tornado outbreaks included (this data is taken from event maps with overlapping symbols, and state fig-
ures are only approximate):  

 2 January - 36 tornadoes in Georgia (9), Alabama (3), Mississippi (10), Louisiana (12), Texas (2).  

 21-23 January - 81 tornadoes in Florida (4), Georgia (41), Alabama (17), Mississippi (2), Louisiana (7), Texas (3), Ar-
kansas (3), South Carolina (2).  

 28 February-March 1 - 70 tornadoes in Georgia (1), Arkansas (8), Tennessee (7), Kentucky (4), Missouri (4), Kansas 
(2), Iowa (1), Illinois (16), Indiana (11), Ohio (7), Michigan (4).  

 6-7 March - 60 tornadoes in Oklahoma (1), Arkansas (3), Kansas (8), Missouri (19), Illinois (7), Iowa (18), Wisconsin 
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(1), Minnesota (3).  

 2-3 April - 59 tornadoes in Texas (3), Louisiana (19), Alabama (1), Georgia (33).  

 5-6 April - 35 tornadoes in Florida (2), Alabama (3), Georgia (7), South Carolina (4), Tennessee (2), Virginia (7), Ken-
tucky (2), Illinois (1), Indiana (1), Ohio (2).  

 29-30 April - 58 tornadoes in Texas (8), Louisiana (5), Mississippi (28), Alabama (1), Oklahoma (2), Arkansas (7), Ten-
nessee (1), Missouri (4)  

 4-5 May - 26 tornadoes in Virginia (8), North Carolina (4), South Carolina (7), Georgia (6).  

 18-20 May - 77 tornadoes in Texas (3), Arkansas (3), Oklahoma (19), Colorado (1), Kansas (13), Missouri (17)  

 24 May - 23 tornadoes in Florida (1), Georgia (7), South Carolina (3), Tennessee (1), North Carolina (3), Ohio (7).  

 28 June - 24 tornadoes in southern Minnesota (4), southern Wisconsin (3), northern Illinois (2), Iowa (14).  

When you look at maps of tornado touchdowns in outbreaks, there are often tracks across the map of a sequence of tornadoes moving 
on the same path over a considerable distance.  When we look at the dates of major outbreaks, 3 were single day events, 6 were 2 day 
events, and 2 extended into a third day.  The 3 smallest of the top ten involved 4 states, the average was 7.4 states, and the largest 
number involved 11 states.  

Of course, many tornadoes touch down in relatively unpopulated areas or farmland, remain on the ground for short periods of time, 
and do not cause significant damage.  However, because each state potentially has multiple tornado tracks, there are possibly multiple 
disaster sites occurring within 24-72 hours, creating significant communications and coordination problems, and demanding extensive 
resource commitments.  In these cases, extensive demands are made on available resources, the availability of mutual aid from neigh-
boring states may be limited, and the disruption of electric power and communications may be widespread.  

RESOURCE TYPING: 

As one of the outcomes of the reorganization of emergency management in the United States after the attacks on the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon, significant efforts have been made to better manage resources, train and equip to national standards, and 
establish ways to mobilize them in disasters.  Part of that effort has been the establishment of standard kinds of resources, and their 
division into types from IV to I representing increasing capability.  In 2012 the REACT Board of Directors established a typing system 
for Communications Teams.  In 2018 the Training Committee is focusing on training and credentialing Type IV Communications 
Teams.  The Type IV team is a single resource composed of a team leader (correctly termed a Boss of a single resource) and one com-
munications operator.  

There are specific training requirements for Type IV team members.  These include IS-100, 200, 700, and 800 and specific REACT 
courses tailored to the mission of the Communication Teams.  The Federal Emergency Management Agency series from IS-100 
through IS-800 is the standard for volunteer communicators in any auxiliary communications program.  

For planning purposes we recognize two capabilities in Communications Teams - those that can deploy in their local area, defined as 
approximately a 25 mile radius from the Team's home location, and those that can deploy anywhere from across the state to across the 
country.  

In addition to Communications Teams, which are capable of deploying, even if for only limited distances, we are typing Type IV Base 
Station Teams (a primary station as Boss and a secondary station capable of providing monitoring and coverage for all or part of their 
home jurisdiction) and Type IV Message Teams (to operate the Traffic System).  

In a major tornado disaster the way our resources could be used include:  

 Activation of one or more Type IV Communications Teams outside the disaster area to respond to a request for help 
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from a REACT Team in the impact area or request for support from a agency with which we have a local or national 
memorandum of agreement.  

 Activation of a Type IV Base Radio Station Team in or near the impact area to gather information from the general pub-
lic, to provide information to the public in accordance with agreements with local emergency management, to answer 
calls for help, to support CERT teams, etc.  

 Activation of a Type IV Message Team to manage interface with long haul amateur radio communications and to assist in 
communications with other REACT Teams, Regional Directors, and REACT International headquarters.  

MAKING DECISIONS: 

When a major event happens your Team has a decision to make.  Do you want to help?  If you want to help, there is a second decision: 
can you help?  Finally, what are you willing to do?  None of these decisions is simple.  

The first question - Do you want to help?  First, REACT is an emergency communications organization.  Obviously, to do emergency 
communications we must have someone to do them for.  There are four possible groups for which we can communicate:  (1) other 
REACT Teams that call for mutual aid in meeting their communications taskings in major emergencies and disasters, (2) organizations 
with which REACT International or your Team have established memorandums of agreement or understanding, (3) agencies charged 
with managing the event which request help that we offer, and (4) the general public in support of gathering data for emergency man-
agement disaster control efforts or providing approved information to the public or in response for requests for emergency assistance. 

If you have operators, equipment, and a training program, you have invested substantial effort as a Team to be able to help, so it is a 
good bet that you want to help.  But are there limits to how you want to help?  Do you only want  to help in your community? Do you 
only want to help certain types of organizations or in certain types of emergencies?  Do you only want to do public service events, but 
when the community is devastated there are no bike races or festivals or parades, so you do not feel it is your mission to help under 
those circumstances?  When people and communities are devastated what is the filter that makes you choose whether or not you will 
respond?  Organizations with a mission to do emergency communications respond to a disaster to serve the organizations and people 
that they serve to the limit of their capability to help.  That is what we do and why we do it.  

The second question - Can you help? This is more complicated. There are a number of factors to consider:  

(1) Do you have enough members to reliably be able to respond?  

(2) Does the work or family situation, the physical condition, and financial status of your members allow them to respond?  Is the 
disaster site within a travel range that is consistent with what the members can do?  

(3) If so, do they have the standard training required of disaster responders?  

(4) If so, does the REACT Team have the equipment and procedures needed to do the emergency task requested?  

(5) And finally, do you have agreements in place with voluntary organizations or government agencies that will request your assis-
tance?  And do those organizations ask for your help?  If the answer to all these questions is "yes," then you are able to help.  If the 
answer is "no," then the challenge is to fix each "no" answer, and convert it into a "yes."  

The REACT Training Committee is working to help your Team with the training and procedures requirements.  

The third question – what are you willing to do? The first answer to this is:  

… REACT is an emergency communications organization. We do emergency communications.  

… The second answer is that we can do things related to emergency communications for which we are trained and equipped, and that 
are within our physical capabilities.  For example, if the need is for a log keeper at the Incident Command Post or in the Emergency 
Operations Center, we know how to do that from keeping radio logs.  
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… The third answer is that we can do things that maintain the integrity and accountability of our Type IV teams and that are safe in the 
judgment of the team boss.  Type IV teams have two members and should never be split – doing so potentially poses a significant haz-
ard for the operators.  

There is a school of thought that if you respond to a major emergency or disaster you should do whatever needs to be done.  There is 
some validity to that.  And in an absolute crisis (the EOC is flooding, the wind just blew the roof off the command post, etc.) it may be 
an equally absolute need.  

But if it is not a crisis, you have worked hard to become a qualified emergency communicator – training, testing, participating in exer-
cises, etc. You have invested money, sometimes thousands of dollars, to acquire the equipment needed to do the emergency commu-
nications job.  In some cases you have travelled significant distances to get to where you are needed, and borne the cost of that your-
self.  Now you are being asked to hand out cases of bottled water or clean porta-potties or load debris in dump trucks?  You are not 
unskilled labor, and it is a waste of capabilities to assign communications specialists to do unskilled work.  If communications assets are 
not needed they should be demobilized and sent home, or have not been requested in the first place.  

What we do not do:  

We do not do things we are not trained and credentialed to do.  First, we do not know how to do things we haven’t been trained to 
do, and the chances are that the result will not be good.  Second, we cannot afford the liability if you are injured doing a task that is not 
our mission or if you injure someone else or damage their property.  Third, we really don’t want you to be injured or killed by a piece 
of equipment you do not know how to operate.  

We do not do tasks that are legally the job of law enforcement – and that includes traffic control.  Our members are not trained and 
credentialed by REACT to direct drivers and are not covered by REACT’s insurance.  Directing traffic is a dangerous job – even 
trained, veteran police officers are killed by drivers on roadsides.  

We do not operate ambulances or provide pre-hospital pre-medical facility emergency care.  Doing so requires state certification as a 
provider, medical direction, and licensing to transport patients.  

We do not carry weapons.  Our job is not to engage in gunfights, and we do not train you in combat shooting or in knife fighting or in 
the use of batons.  If you are assigned to work in an area that causes you concern for your safety due to criminal activity or rioting, ask 
for law enforcement support, or indicate that you cannot safely accomplish the assignment.  

We do not self-dispatch or freelance.  We respond when requested by a supported organization, we go where we are asked to go, and 
we do the job we are asked to do.  

Bottom line – our emergency communications teams have no legal authority or status beyond that of any private citizen.  Although you 
may be a state trooper, who also volunteers with a fire department and an emergency medical services agency, and who is a military 
trained bomb technician, you are none of those things when you are responding for REACT.  We are emergency communicators.  We 
are not a red lights and sirens governmentally licensed response agency.  

HOW TO MAKE IT HAPPEN  

Being ready to help requires that you go through a series of steps.  For the purposes of this exercise, we will use only a few of the steps 
that you would take in an actual event.  

(1) Have an emergency operations plan.  The plan is your determination in advance as to (a) what type of disasters you will respond to, 
(b) how far you will be willing to travel, and (c) what resources you will be willing to supply.  

PREPARING FOR THE EXERCISE:  

If you have a Team emergency operations plan, review that plan to make sure it addresses these questions.  If you do not have a plan, 
sit down before the exercise, agree as a Team on what you will do, and put down on paper (a) the types of disasters your team will 
respond to, (b) what type of resources (communications teams and/or base radio station teams) and how many the Team can supply, 
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and (c) will you be willing to deploy within or out of the local area and any criteria for making that decision.  

(2) Have typed resources that could be deployed.  In 2018 our priority is to develop Type IV teams that can be deployed (a) in their 
immediate area (defined as within 25 miles of the Team's location), (b) within the state, or (c) nationally.  A Type IV team has a Team 
Boss and one radio operator.  

PREPARING FOR THE EXERCISE:  

For the purpose of this exercise we will assume your team members have the required training, equipment, and credentials.  If possi-
ble ask your members how many might be available to deploy either locally or at a distance.  In the exercise we will ask for availability 
of your Type IV Communications and Base Station teams, and a good count would be valuable to our overall planning.  

(3) Be able to alert your Team members.  This means that a Team should practice alerting and have alerting process and current con-
tact information for each member.  This also means that the Team needs to be able to increase readiness based on the threat posed by 
the event.  

PREPARING FOR THE EXERCISE:  

For the purposes of this exercise we will use alert levels commonly used by other communications groups:  

 Activation Level 4 - Standby - an awareness level during which the team should contact their members, review plans, and check 
equipment and supplies.  

 Activation Level 3 - Teams start to determine availability and schedules - a Standby Net is initiated - Traffic System is activated 
for daytime coverage.  

 Activation Level 2 - Base Station Teams are activated and a schedule established to maintain coverage as needed - deployable 
Communications Teams should be ready to deploy - Traffic System is on 18 hour coverage.  

 Activation Level 1- Emergency communications are fully operational - Communications Teams are deployed as needed. The ex-
ercise will include setting a REACT activation level, and may involve a change in activation level. This does not mean that you 
have to alert all of your members. But the Team leadership and the people who you are counting on to be on Type IV teams 
should be alerted and participate in any decision making the Team does.  

(4) Be able to receive a tasking to deploy based on a request for mutual aid by another REACT Team, from a supported organization, 
or from an emergency management agency.  

PREPARING FOR THE EXERCISE:  

Make sure that someone is monitoring the Team e-mail address during the exercise period.  Don't just check your regular in-box, 
check the junk mail folder.  Most Internet Service Providers have automated filters that assign e-mails with a large number of address-
ees randomly to the junk folder on the assumption that they are spam.  

Walter G. Green III Chair,  
REACT Training Committee  
Training@REACTIntl.org  
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New Winlink Radiogram Template 
By Kate Hu on (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager 

The latest version of Winlink Express includes a new and improved radiogram “form” or “template.”  The form is an html application 
launchable by the message originator, that allows her to fill in blanks and then generate an RRI/NTS regulation text radiogram.    

The radiogram form is one of several templates that Winlink provides.  Other offerings include ICS (Incident Command Syestem) 
forms, WX reporting forms and various state forms that are in use.   

One accesses the form from the Message > New Message > Select Template > ARRL_Forms > ARRL_Radiogram_Initial.txt drop-
down series (double clicks).  The html template will then open as a tab in whatever browser is active. 

 

Hitting “Submit” at the bottom produces a preview of the text radiogram, to which text edits can be applied if needed.  Approve the 
final message by clicking on OK (twice).  Your New Message window will now contain: 
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You fill out the To: line, make any desired final edits and the radiogram is ready to send.  The proper format for the Subject line is 
“QTC MARION IL 1; tnx & pse QSL this email.”  You can modify that if you like.  The “R” (Routine) is not generally included for 
Routine traffic, but if it were a Priority message, a P would be necessary, as in “QTC P MARION IL 1 etc.  We will need to ask for a 
change in the default subject line, for the future. 

There a couple of obvious advantages to having this tool.  Primarily, a newcomer to the world of radiograms, or one only casually 
familiar with it, will have an easy time filling out the form properly. 

 Preamble items come out in the correct order. 

 As the text block is filled in, the correct “check” is generated automatically.  You don’t have to count groups. 

 Winlink remembers your last message NR.  You can change that, of course, in case you have sent non-Winlink messages. 

 Certain blocks are required and the software knows which ones they are. 

 Email addresses in the addressee section are automatically expanded to the interoperability format that a CW operator would 
want to see:  EMAILADDY AT PROVIDER DOT COM. 

 Certain special characters are similarly expanded, for example, a “,” becomes COMMA and the check is counted appropriately. 

 For further RRI or NTS relays (via voice, CW, DTN), the text version can be cut, pasted and used as-is, in most cases. 

Why use Winlink for radiograms?  Given that Winlink is a user-to-user radio email service, one might wonder how it would be used 
in a traffic handling network.  Good question.  Keep in mind that the purpose of relaying traffic end-to-end (originator to deliverer) is 
to the exercise the system.  Of course, when a real disaster strikes, we “short cut” to common carriers (telephone, internet or Win-
link) as early in the relay process as possible, for the sake of speed.  But the practice accumulated in the daily relay operation lays the 
groundwork for us to efficiently utilize whatever is available, in that real event. 

Even in daily operations, however, there are still possibilities for Winlink. 

 On a local or even long-haul circuit (CW or voice) when the HF propagation fails, Winlink may be used to bridge the missing 
link (Region rep to IATN, say, or vice versa). 

 Winlink may be used to “position” incoming traffic for the appropriate local coverage net, for example, from the DTN 
(PACTOR Digital Traffic Station) to, say, a rep who will be on the next session of the San Diego County Traffic Net. 

 Many local nets use time on repeaters and have a time limit.  If there is too much traffic to pass during a given session, Net Con-
trol may call for “K6HTN and K6JGL, please arrange (on net) a Winlink transfer of 5 for the South Bay area.” 

Generally, the primary use of this new Winlink tempate is likely to be familiarizing hams with the radiogram format in a fairly painless 
fashion, always a good addition to the repertoire.  A mentor and a trainee, for example, may practice generating radiograms and send-
ing them back and forth by Winlink, before trying the same on the air.  73, K6HTN 

A Future Possibility?? 

By Kate Hu on (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager

Have you ever wanted to be a CW traffic handler??   Believe me, it is quite an adrenaline rush!  In addition to being the paragon of 
spectrum efficiency, the code is music to trained ears. 

If you are already a CW operator, the new RRI mentoring program may be able to get you started on the nets, which are always un-
derstaffed. 

If you don’t know CW yet, or have forgotten it years ago, we recommend the CW Academy program course.  It’s an 8-week inten-
sive course, with daily practice and two Skype sessions per week with an instructor.  See http://www.cwops.org/cwacademy.html 
for details. In the future, it may be possible for the Mentoring Program to offer their own similar classes, emphasizing traffic net for-
mat and lingo (prosigns and Q-signs).  Watch this space !!  73 de Kate Hutton K6HTN 
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Training Column: TRAFFIC  INTEROPERABILITY 

By Kate Hu on (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager 

One of the strengths of the radiogram format is that traffic (ideally) moves seamlessly between all the modes that traffic handlers gen-
erally use (voice, CW and digital).  This interoperability is one of the ways we “sell” it to the various users. Interoperability means 
that relay stations do not have to make any assumptions or think about any format issues.  Assumptions and “originality” can lead to 
unintended corruptions of the message, either in the preamble, address, text or signature. 

How many traffic handlers does it take to change a light bulb?  Well, none!  Once installed and approved, the light bulb may never be 
changed! 

What does this mean in practice?  One thing it means is that the simplest, least-common-denominator mode (old tried-and-true CW) 
still influences the formatting rules.  The first thing to keep in mind is that a radiogram is not case sensitive!  The originating station 
may use both upper and lower case if they desire, but there is no guarantee that the output on the other end of multiple relays will 
have respected the initial case.  In fact, unless the path is entirely digital, it’s unlikely.  For example, voice and CW operators tend to 
be meticulous about spelling, but they aren’t generally concerned too much with upper and lower case. 

The originating operators need to be aware of this issue.  In some rare cases, such as drug names and quantities, for example, case 
could make a difference.  A change in wording at the time of origination might be in order, to make the content crystal clear through 
future case changes.  The sender and the originating station have to work this out.  Case issues don’t usually arise with routine traffic, 
but case issues should certainly be taught in disaster-oriented training. 

The next issue to keep in mind is that the radiogram has its own punctuation rules.  These are very simple: the slash mark “/” and X 
are permitted.  All others need to be spelled out.  The rules apply to the addressee section as well as the text.  In almost all cases, a 
number sign “#”, not to mention periods and commas, are superfluous in an address anyway.  A nine-digit zip code might have a HY-
PHEN (DASH) in it, but it’s hard to think of other examples that might require punctuation.  The nine-digit zip is only relevant for 
postal bulk mail, anyway, and is superfluous in a radiogram.  The parentheses and hyphens within a phone number are totally unnec-
essary, when a space or pause will do just fine!  A colon is superfluous in a time figures group. 

Many operators who entered into traffic handling through the digital modes seem to be liberal with punctuation.  They may not think 
that, while they send their messages via the Digital Traffic Network (DTN) or Winlink, there is no assurance that it will stay digital!  
In southern California, we have a CW net at the beginning of the evening cycle, which is often used by the Digital Traffic Station to 
“position” traffic for the various FM nets that occur later in the evening. 

Email addresses must be spelled out: for example, KATE DOT HUTTON ATSIGN RADIO DOT RELAY DOT ORG.  In the inter-
est of brevity, some operators prefer to use “AT” instead of “ATSIGN.” Most CW operators do not instantly recall the Morse code 
character for “@”.  Yes, of course, there could be a modification made at entry to the CW net; but once installed and approved, the 
light bulb may never be changed! 

Most radiogram texts are clear of unnecessary punctuation.  There are various abbreviations out there for “delivered”: DLVD, DE-
LED, etc.  DEL’D is not a good choice, since it should be DEL APOSTROPHE D, which is just plain too long.  One normally would 
not do that, if one thought about where the radiogram might be going in its journey.  By the way, DLVD should be voiced as “Initials 
Delta Lima Victor Delta” and not “Delivered!” 

Be aware of details like these.  Unexpected complications can cause delays on the nets and generate errors in transmission.  The goal 
is not to be fancy; it’s to have an exact copy of your message come out the other end of the relay path, with the least possible stress on 
all the operators involved.  73, Kate Hutton, K6HTN 

RRI Readers are encouraged to send K3TX an ARL Forty Six radiogram congratulating him on 
his recent 91st birthday! Dave is a veteran of World War Two and active on RRI Traffic Nets! 
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Those with a knowledge of pharmacology have undoubtedly encountered “tall-man” notation.  This is a type of notation used by phar-
macists and medical professionals to minimize confusion when writing out or filling prescriptions for pharmaceuticals. Here is an ex-
ample: 

 

Here one can see a juxtaposition of two drugs, which, if simply pronounced on a noisy radiotelephone circuit might result in confu-
sion with serious consequences for a patient. Now; consider a disaster situation, such as that which occurred in Puerto Rico in which a 
message is being transmitted requesting not a dozen, but perhaps 2000 units of an antibiotic or similar critical pharmaceutical. Would 
you want an inexperienced radio operator handling that message? 

Next; consider a situation in which one must transmit an entire list of pharmaceuticals on behalf of a hospital. Would it not be easier 
to transmit a spreadsheet or similar document as a binary file utilizing a digital mode?  This is one of the big advantages of the Digital 
Traffic Net and WinLink.  Simply put, a professional pharmacist or other expert handling a radio operator a binary file to be transmit-
ted takes radio operator error out of the equation. 

Of course, digital capabilities may not be immediately available, particularly in the early hours of a disaster. Therefore, manual mode 
operators should have the ability to transmit complex scientific terminology.  

Consider the requirement to transmit some type of vital patient information. A term such as “acute dilated cardiomyopathy” or 
“clostridial myonecrosis” might result in an error unless an operator is both trained and experienced.   

Consider a chemical name such as “1-2 dimethylcyclohexane.” Would the average radio amateur with no traffic handling experience 
be able to transmit such information accurately?  Would phone or CW be superior for this application? 

Traffic handling is important operating activity because it requires accuracy. Furthermore, traffic handlers (and all EMCOMM person-
nel) must be trained to handle these complex situations. It is for this reason that the author is fond of saying that “mere possession of a 
radio transceiver does NOT make one an emergency communicator.” Seventy five percent of teens between 12 and 17-years of age  
now possess a radio transceiver with incredible capabilities (it’s called a “smart phone), but would you trust them to obtain the needed 
medications to treat gas gangrene? 

Routine traffic handling is an excellent start toward developing basic EMCOMM skills. However, more is required if traffic networks 
or any EMCOMM organization is to be truly prepared. It is because of this fact that RRI is embarking on a series of quarterly EM-
COMM exercises. Each exercise will feature a unique requirement. Drills will increase in complexity over time, culminating in more 
complex exercises. The idea is to drill and test operator performance in different areas followed by eventually putting these pieces 
together to form an integrated exercise that tests the SYSTEM. 

Of course, served agencies must also be made aware of the benefits and limitations of a mode agnostic communications system. Prop-
er EMCOMM planning and the realities of dispersed, decentralized radio communications systems means that no single capability be-
yond common-denominator modes may be available at a particular location at a particular time. This applies to not just amateur, but 
government and public safety systems. Message traffic must be able to flow between modes. A message may originate on a convenient digital 
circuit, but be transferred at some point to an amateur of public safety voice circuit to effect delivery. If the communications circuit 
must be mode agnostic, the content must also be mode agnostic.   

“Tall Man” and Scien fic Nota on 

By James Wades (WB8SIW) 
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EMCOMM managers should not be afraid to discuss the limitations and inherent benefits of a fully interoperable messaging system, 
whether that messaging system is operated by local EMCOMM units or by an organization such as RRI. This includes a briefing on 
best practices for formatting message to be transmitted not just within the EOC or local NIMS environment but by any emergency 
communications circuit: 

 Messages are best originated in a non-case-sensitive format. RRI recommends “ALL CAPS” for its circuits because it sends a loud 
and clear message to the recipient that the traffic was transmitted in a non-case-sensitive network. 

 Scientific terminology is best spelled out. For example “MILLIGRAMS” is superior to the abbreviation “MG;” “MILLIBARS” is 
superior to “MB;” and so on. 

 Punctuation is often best spelled out within scientific terminology. For example: “ONE HYPHEN TWO DIMETHYLCYCLO-
HEXANE” as opposed to “1-2 DIMETHYLCYCLOHEXANE.” 

 If case sensitivity is required in a message, it may be wise to append an op-note to record message traffic and utilize a procedure 
to identify capitalization. For example, on a CW circuit: REQUEST TWO HUNDRED UNITS ACETO/CX/HEXAMIDE/CJ/ 
X SITUATION CRITICAL.  In this case, the Phillips Codes for Start Capitalization and end capitalization is essential. 

 Carefully repeat complex terms within the message. This also means “spoon feeding” complex terms to ensure accuracy. If this is 
done properly, the all-caps default works well, even in the case of pharmaceutical types or other complex terms. 

 Rely on expertise internal to the emergency management system. For example, if the radio operator is at an EOC, utilize a rep-
resentative from Public Health or a similar related discipline to aid in the review of any message containing medical or pharmaco-
logical information. That’s what they are there for and they will be glad to help. If the functional representative observes a dis-
crepancy or expresses a concern, the radiogram format provides all of the necessary network management data needed to reply 
with an inquiry requesting clarification. 

EMCOMM management should look at communications modes and networks as resources. They should simultaneously view emergen-
cy management functions as applications. Some modes are better suited to a specific emergency management function than others. By 
carefully considering factors such as survivability, flexibility, circuit capacity and security within the context of each communications 
application, the competent emergency communications program manager will be able to assign the right mode to the right job. 

Mode parochialism or a one-size-fits-all approach will not work in the modern EMCOMM environment. As discussed in the opening 
chapter of the Radio Relay International Training Manual (TR-001), there are a variety of factors that affect network management. 
These must be considered. 

Finally; a word about NCERT. The RRI Local Programs Committee is currently putting together plans for the implementation of 
National Communications Emergency Response Teams.  The NCERTs will be teams of trained, exercised and vetted operators equipped 
with a variety of modes including access to DTN and Winlink. They will also have the capacity to interact with local EMCOMM units 
using common voice and digital modes.  

NCERT recognizes the reality that many areas lack the depth of personnel or capabilities to deploy advanced digital modes or other 
specialized capabilities. NCERTs would be developed in cooperation with state and local EMCOMM organizations and their purpose 
would be to ensure that access to digital modes and specialization can be made available on short notice. 

The NCERT concept was proposed years ago to the legacy organization. Unfortunately, due to politics, it was never implemented. It 
is interesting to observe that had the NCERT program been implemented, the deployment of digital communications to Puerto Rico 
would have likely been far more successful and efficient. Thankfully, with the creation of RRI, we are no longer hamstrung by petty 
politics and the emphasis can now be placed on mission success as opposed to “power and control.” 

Whether one is a traffic operator or a local EMCOMM volunteer, let’s recognize that all modes have value. Our goal should be inclu-
siveness, professionalism and, most importantly, mission success. RRI is here to accomplish these goals in a non-political, open-
minded manner. 

Please join us in our upcoming EMCOMM drills. Get started on traffic nets. Learn the basic skills that will make you an effective 
emergency communicator. It’s all waiting for you at RRI. 

-30- 
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QNI 

Newsletter 

Bill Myers, K6IFF, passed away on Thanksgiving Day, 2017 after an extended 
battle with Cancer.  

Bill was a longtime traffic-handler, who, after a number of years away from 
amateur radio, assumed an active role on the Sixth Region Net, Cycle 4, and as 
Los Angeles Section Traffic Manager, recruiting operators for the Southern 
California Net. He was also a faithful and well regarded long-haul CW traffic 
relay operator for the Radio Relay International following the NTS operational 
demise. 

His hobby interests were diverse. Bill was an excellent amateur photographer, 
and a very proficient electronics technician. He gave special attention to the care 
of his station equipment and antenna, much of which he built himself or 
redesigned. 

K6IFF may be a Silent Key, but his mark on the Amateur Radio Service will 
certainly be a standard for aspiring future operators. 
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Radio  Relay  Interna onal  been  issued 

W6RRI as its official call sign.   

It is our expecta on that W6RRI will be 

used during emergency exercises, pub-

lic  service ac vi es and special events 

and in doing so, it will become synony-

mous  with  the  highest  opera ng 

standards, decorum and courtesy. 

Our  thanks  to  Ma   Cur n,  KD8TTE 

who arranged for the call sign and will 

serve as  trustee  for Radio Relay  Inter-

na onal. 

Those  wishing  to  use  the  call  sign 

should contact Ma   to obtain permis-

sion.  

RRI  is  also  discussing  establishing  a 

bulle n  service  as  well  as  possible 

code prac ce bulle ns  featuring  radio-

gram  format,  traffic  training  texts  and 

other  informa on  of  interest  to  the 

traffic and EMCOMM community. 

W6RRI is just one more example of the 

rapid  progress  being  made  by  Radio 

Relay  Interna onal.  The  pent-up  de-

mand  for  a  high-quality,  professional 

grade  approach  to  public  service  com-

munica ons con nues unabated.  

Our  thanks  to  everyone  for  their  sup-

port of RRI and their dedica on to rein-

vigora ng the na onal messaging layer. 

Let’s keep up the good work!  W6RRI is 

listening. 

 

W6RRI is On the Air! 


